Cerebrum Enterprise Solution is an exclusive tool to accelerate software deployment to your entire site. Cerebrum is an innovative site license management tool designed to automate the software upgrade process for multi-bed sites. It is available exclusively for NeuroWorks/SleepWorks software systems.

**Administrator Benefits:**
- Take advantage of the latest software improvements without sacrificing patient bed utilization
- Eliminate lengthy equipment downtime and avoid patient rescheduling
- Update equipment remotely, when convenient, without room visits
- Resume any long-term monitoring study automatically after a few minutes of downtime per station

**IT Benefits:**
- Automatically roll out software updates to the whole site in less than 2 hours, compared to several days or weeks
- Manage your site licenses and deploy software from a single console
- Centralized software license management – overview of the full site topology at your fingertips
- Eliminate mistakes resulting from some equipment not being online in time for upgrade

"The Natus service representative was very efficient and cut installation time substantially by using Cerebrum to automatically rollout software while meeting our large hospital’s IT and patient monitoring policies."

- Nat Shampur, Toronto Western Hospital

To learn more about Natus products, contact your local distributor or sales representative.

US customers call: 1-800-356-0007

International customers call: +1-608-829-8500
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